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10.0.2.20120224.1.869952.867557
FORT SILL INTERVIEW MATRIX
FS FORM 45, JANUARY 2021
(DIRECTORATE OF HUMAN RESOURCES)
PREVIOUS EDITIONS ARE OBSOLETE
Candidate's Name:
 Date:
Interviewer:
Position Title:
Core Competency/Key Skills/Traits Area (Behavioral Question/s)
Resume' Score (0 - 2)
 Experience Score (0 - 2)
Interview Score (1 - 5)
Total Score:
Comments:
Total Taken
Resume' Weights (0 - 2):
0 - No Related Resume' Experience              1 - Moderate Resume' Experience               2 - Essential Resume' Experience 
 
                                                                                                      Experience Weights (0 - 2)
0 - Less than Six (6) Months            1 - Six (6) but Less than Nine (9) Months            2 - Nine (9) Months or More Experience
 
Interview Scores (1 - 5): 
1: No experience or example, skills for position not evident.
2: Limited  experience and example. Will require additional training.
3: Specific example and experience. Not all actions ended in desire results.
4: Solid experience  and example-Can do.
5: In depth experience and example. Can teach others to do.
Areas for further review by Interview Team or Hiring Manager:
The total score is to be used as a guide for the selection process. If the candidate is selected and does not have the highest score, then a written comment should be made below to indicate why this candidate was best suited for the position. Interview matrix forms should be maintained for a period of two years following the decision.
Interviewer's Signature:       
Date:
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